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Dear Red Sokz Readers,
Once again it is the time of hot chocolate and cheesy
movies. The time when people butcher Christmas carols and watch little kids awfully act out the same nativity as last year. Nevertheless, it is the most wonderful
time of the year. It’s when we break out the fun decorations and ugly Christmas jumpers. It’s the time when
family comes together and makes fun memories that
will be treasured forever.
We are looking forward to sharing with you Villiers
affairs and everything else to do with this time of the
year. We are happy to welcome you back to the Christmas Red Sokz Edition and hope you enjoy!

By
Elizabeth Phythian

ALL THINGS

CHRISTMAS

Our familiar Christmas traditions and their history from past to present...
Being surrounded by the warm embrace of family and friends and partaking in our familiar Christmas traditions is the essence of Christmas. Year after year, there is a something magical about this season
and how it’s nostalgia brings us closer together in harmony. This article revolves around the history of our
well known Christmas traditions and how they have evolved
through time from past to present. “What

is Christmas? It is the tenderness of the past, courage of the present and hope for the future.”

The History of the Christmas Tree
The History of Christmas trees goes back all the way to Ancient
Egypt and Rome where the symbolic use of evergreens were popular. This tradition then merged with the German one of candlelit
Christmas trees started by Martin Luther (The 16th century
protestant reformer). Christmas trees were first brought to the
U.S. in the 1800s by German settlers to Pennsylvania as community trees. The Christmas tree was deemed a mockery to the sacred event by Puritan Christians. In England in 1846, the
well known Royals Queen Victoria and German Prince Albert
were sketched in the Illustrated London News standing with
their children around a Christmas tree. As Queen Victoria
was so popular with her subjects she immediately started a
trend. The Christmas tree had arrived to England and wider
Europe and was very fashionable.

The History of the Irish Christmas Tradition
of lighting a candle in a window
On Christmas Eve in homes all across Ireland a
candle is lit in the window. This has a number of
meanings, but it mainly acts as a symbol to welcome
Mary and Joseph as they looked for shelter. The
tradition of lighting a candle in a window grew
popular in 17th century Ireland, when the penal
laws repressed the practicing of the Catholic religion. Catholics would light a candle in the hope
that someday on Christmas eve, a Catholic priest
may celebrate mass with them..
The placing of a ring of holly on doors was popular
in many Irish homes as it was the only plant that
flourished at Christmas time. This enabled the
poorer people to have the means to decorate their
homes. It also has many symbols dating back to the
druids, who thought if it was hung in their home it
would bring them good luck. The thorns are also
said to symbolize the thorns that Jesus bore when
he died on the cross. Holly is still widely used today.

The History of the Candy Cane
The first recorded ‘candy stick’ arrived in the USA in
1837. They originally started as white sugar sticks and only a few
years later the red stripes were added. Over the years many adaptations were made and they were awarded many different significant meanings. They were originally only sugar flavored, but now
we are accustomed to the peppermint or wintergreen flavoring. In
1920, Bob McCormack from Georgia USA began making candy
canes for his friends and family. He established his own business
called Bob’s candies. Over time they changed into the candy canes
that we know and love today! Some people say that the J shape of
the canes represent Jesus; the white, represents his purity and the
red stripes are for the blood he shed when he was crucified on the
cross. The mint flavor is said to symbolize the hyssop plant that
was used for purifying the bible.

The History of Santa Claus
Santa Claus is renowned globally for making millions of children
happy by delivering presents on Christmas eve. In France he is
known as le Pere Noel and in Finland they celebrate the Yule
Goat. Globally there are many different variations of St. Nicholas. The legend of St. Nicholas dates back to 280 A.D. in Turkey.
A monk called St. Nicholas, was so kind and generous that he
would give away his fortune to those in need. In the Christian
tradition his feast day is on December 6th but his secular feast
day is on December 24th, or as we know it Christmas Eve.

The History of the Christmas stockings
This tradition again follows the story of St. Nicholas and a nobleman, whose wife died leaving him penniless and a sole parent to
three daughters. This nobleman had no dowry for his daughters
to get married which was integral at that time period for suitors.
With no money the daughters would have been left destitute and
the poverty cycle would have continued. St. Nicholas sent three
stockings filled with gold to give to the three daughters. Sources
also say that the three gold bars were dropped into stockings that
were hanging to dry on the fireplace, and so the tradition began.
Traditions and history answer the questions as to how we
came to be, and why we partake in the things that we do.
“Traditions touch us, they connect us, and they expand us.”

By: Kelly Donnellan

Ireland vs Germany
By Lina Maethner
In Germany and also in Ireland it is popular to go to Christmas markets around Christmas time,
but there are a few differences . In Germany, they start on the 26th November and end on the
24th of December. In Ireland the markets are fewer and they closes at different times. Germany, in contrast, have around 1.500 to 2.500 Christmas markets whereas there are only around
10 to 20 in Ireland.
One of the biggest German Christmas markets with a whopping two million visitors is the
“Nuernberger Christkindlesmarkt”. It’s not only famous in Germany, but it’s also one of the most
famous in the world. There is also the “Striezelmarkt” with 2.5 million visitors every year which
is also one of the biggest in Germany and it’s popular for its delectable traditional Christmas
food. Irish Christmas markets are worth a visit too as the offer local products like butter, eggs
and poultry. The most renowned Christmas markets are located in Dublin, Belfast and Derry.
Dublin is famous for delicacies and wool, Belfast for seasonal delicacies and Derry offers jewelry
and glassware. On the contrary, German markets mostly sell food, hot drinks like mulled wine
or “Punsch” for Children or handmade gifts and crafts like soap, candles, toys for children, decorations for the house and the Christmas tree.

What to do this Christmas
By Grace Golden

As soon as December hits, we switch on Christmas mode and it’s time to start making
memories. This involves the usual decorating the tree, cuddling up for the Christmas
classics and putting the Christmas CD into the car radio, but what can you do to make
this festive season special?

1.

Christmas Market Limerick- Located in the heart of Limerick, visit the Milk Market
for some festive fun of themed markets, handmade
crafts, local produce, and seasonal food. Pick out
unique trinkets & gifts for loved ones or buy the
freshest local ingredients for a special meal, all while
supporting Irish sellers. Enjoy some creamy hot
chocolate and soak up
the unbeatable buzz of Christmas shoppers. Visit
Limerick.ie for dates of the festive themed
occasions at the Milk Market 2021.

2. Do a Random Act of Kindness- Spread the Joy this Christmas by doing a random act of
kindness. Random acts of kindness are some of the most fulfilling things you could ever
do. Send some toys to a children’s hospital, volunteer at a homeless shelter or donate to a
local charity or organisation. A local suggestion would be to help the homeless with Novas
Limerick.

3. Volunteer: Novas- Christmas can often be the
loneliest time of year and for the homeless of limerick, Christmas often means sleeping on the streets
during the freezing winter months. Join the team of
volunteers providing hot meals and a kind word to
the most vulnerable in society.

4. Christmas Baking- From Christmas Cookies to the classic mince pies (minced fruit not
minced meat by the way), you can keep it simple with
some gingerbread men or strive for the show stopping
desserts. Baking is a great way to spend an evening to
bond with your siblings, hang with friends or to impress your family with your baked goods warm from
the oven. For recipe inspiration, visit the BBC Good
Food Website, flick to Sophie O Connell’s collection of
recipes article or if you want to buy a cookbook this
year, try out Nigella Christmas.
5. Christmas Episodes of tv shows- If you are tired of rewatching the same Christmas Classics for the 50th time, (or
when you simply don’t have two hours to watch a movie in
full), then why not watch the Christmas episodes of your favourite shows? The best Christmas specials are typically from
our favourite sit-coms. Suggestions include episodes from
Friends, Glee, Gilmore Girls, the Office, New Girl and the
Fresh Prince of Bel- Air.
6. The Galway Christmas Market is well worth
the hour drive. Located in Eyre Square Galway,
this four-week fair is a step up from the Limerick
market. The market is made up of over 50 wooden chalets offering scrumptious seasonal treats
and a variety of crafts. It features amusement
rides including a Ferris wheel & a traditional carousel as well as live music performers and a Santa’s Grotto to entertain the younger siblings. Food lovers can also feast on French pastries, pretzels, confectionery or some
crêpes and waffles.

6. Sea Swim – This Christmas Day, head to Salthill Galway to take a chilly dip into the Atlantic for charity. Join the army of brave and hardy
souls getting in the water to help raise funds for the
Cope Foundation, which supports people with intellectual disabilities or autism. And if Salthill doesn't
suit your fancy, you can also participate at Lahinch
County Clare to raise money for another worthy charity, the Samaritans. The Samaritans provide emotional
support for anyone in emotional distress or struggling
to cope, a cause worth braving the chilly waters.

By Ailbhe Long

It’s the most wonderful time of year! It is time to get cozy by the fire and let’
s begin decorating the house for the festive season!
Imagine me bringing you on a tour of a beautifully decorated house. To start,
there must be a wreath!! By hanging a wreath on the door, Christians welcome the spirit of Christmas. In recent years it has become more popular to
have different colors, lights and Décor on the wreath. Here are some fabulous ideas!



Its essential to add some holly, baubles and fairy lights!!

Next up is the fireplace:) In my opinion, it always looks great to have a garland
on the mantelpiece. Meaningful ornaments can also bring back lots of memories of Christmas’ that passed. Candles with scents of fir, cinnamon, mahogany
and vanilla create a warm atmosphere around the house, in addition to a gorgeous smell!

Christmas stockings are also necessary for children during the preparation for
Christmas.
Lets not forget the Christmas Tree, the Christmas Tree which represents Jesus
and the light he brings to the world. There are various styles and themes of
trees in different households. Some households like to go all out with colored
flashing lights, baubles, tinsel etc., while others like to take a more minimalistic
approach.
Personally, I think it looks great when there is a theme involved, for example an
all-silver theme, or gold/red/green. Sometimes too much tinsel may also look
tacky , so its necessary to stay true to your theme. I will provide some examples.

Advanced/all-out tree

Minimalistic tree

Themed Trees

I hope this piece has given you some inspiration for your house this
Christmas. Make sure to be confident, and unleash your inner– interior
designer!!

1.

Gingerbread:

By Sophie O’ Connell

Gingerbread is a classic that is enjoyed in many parts of the world at Christmas time. The first records of gingerbread being made
2400 AD in Ancient Greece and it is still going strong today. Gingerbread is one of the first things you think of when you think of Ch
here is a gingerbread recipe you can make to get you in the Christmas mood!
Ingredients



175g dark muscovado sugar



85g golden syrup



100g butter



350g plain flour, plus extra for dusting



1 tsp bicarbonate of soda



1 tbsp ground ginger



1 tsp ground cinnamon

1 egg, beaten
Method
This is an all-n-one method, so combine all your ingredients to form a dough and have fun cutting out different shaped cookies!
These will bake for 12-15 mins at 180 degrees Celsius.

2. Yule Log:
The yule log is a common cake to have in Irish homes at Christmas, but they originated in Norway. Their name comes from the Norse word
‘hweol’ meaning wheel. The yule log is also very popular in France, where it is called ‘buche de Noel.’ Here is a recipe for a yule log that
you can try at home yourself!
Ingredients
For the cake:



3 eggs



85g golden caster sugar



85g plain flour (minus 2 tbsp)



2 tbsp cocoa powder

½ tsp baking powder
For the filling & icing



50g butter, plus extra for the tin



140g dark chocolate , broken into squares



1 tbsp golden syrup



284ml pot double cream



200g icing sugar, sifted

icing sugar and holly sprigs to decorate - ensure you remove the berries before serving

Method
After combining all your ingredients together, this cake will bake for 10 mins at
180 degrees Celsius. Make sure to let it cool before spreading the filling on the
cake.

4. Butternut

Squash Soup:
If you are more of a cook than a baker, this recipe for butternut squash soup that will impress your family at Christmas dinner is perfect. This soup is often enjoyed throughout the cold autumn and winter months and is even a
staple in some homes that celebrate Thanksgiving!

Ingredients


1 butternut squash, about 1kg, peeled and deseeded



2 tbsp olive oil



1 tbsp butter



2 onions, diced



1 garlic clove, thinly sliced



2 mild red chillies, deseeded and finely chopped



850ml hot vegetable stock

4 tbsp crème fraîche, plus more to serve
Method
After cutting your vegetables, roast the butternut squash for 30 mins until soft.
While the butternut squash cooks, melt the butter with the remaining 1 tbsp olive oil in a saucepan and then add the onions, garlic clove and
three-quarters of the chillies.
Then, add the butternut squash, crème fraiche and stock to the pan and for a smooth soup, blend the ingredients together.

5. Christmas Cracker Sausage Rolls:
The last thing on this list, sausage rolls, are perhaps the quickest and the easiest. Simple but effective, they never
disappoint and there’s always a way to make it Christmas-themed, by making these sausage rolls look like Christmas crackers! 7
Ingredients



½ small garlic clove



handful of parsley, chopped



400g sausagemeat or sausages



375g pack ready-rolled puff pastry

1 beaten egg, to glaze
Method
Roll out your pastry and line up the sausages length-wise on one side of the sheet of pastry. Roll them up in the
pastry and make sure you’ve left some excess to twist into the shape of Christmas crackers.
Poke holes in the top of your sausage rolls and glaze with egg-wash.
These will be ready in 20 minutes in a 180 degree oven.

By Lizzie Phythian

Every year thousands of puppies are bought as ‘thoughtful’ Christmas presents for loved
ones. It seems like a nice surprise at the time however very soon reality hits. Once the
puppies charm wears off people are stuck with a rowdy puppy they’re not prepared for.
With that cute puppy face, comes a lot of baggage such as house training, destruction,
separation anxiety, picking up bad habits, the need to socialize, teething etc. This is
overwhelming for most people and if you aren't committed, it leads to a lot of regrets.

This leads to these poor puppies being dropped off at shelters as a result of their owner’s idiocy and irresponsibility. In 2017, 127 puppies were reported to be dropped off at
Dogs Trust after Christmas and this is only one rescue centre, there are multiple other
shelters and rescues centres that had the same thing. Many shelters have a kill policy, so
they don’t become overcrowded. This means that multiple puppies are put in small cages and killed before they even get a chance at life because of people’s rash decision
making and ignorance at times. Even if they end up being rehomed, these puppies go
through something they should never go through at any stage of their life and some may
never fully recover from it. Not only the owners but also the breeders are at fault for
this. A good breeder is supposed to look after the puppies and make sure they go to
good, permanent homes. If a breeder is happy to sell their dog to anyone that is a major
red flag and should not be used.

So please, before you go and impulsively buy a puppy for a loved one just stop for a second and think for the puppy. Is your loved one ready for a puppy? Do they have the
knowledge and time to look after a puppy? Do they have the passion and persistence to
look after a puppy? Do they know that you are getting them a puppy? Can you trust that
they can look after this animal? This the answer to any of these questions is no then
maybe take a step back. There are so many other things that you could gift that will
bring the same joy that doesn't involve an animal with a conscious. Just leave the puppies out of it.

By Lara Myers
Little Women
Genre: Social Issue drama
Age: U
On: Netflix
This is a classic book done with an all-star cast in an entertaining fashion. Saoirse Ronan gives us an Oscarworthy performance as Jo March. It is a story of life or
four sisters in Concord, Mass. During the Civil War with
an absent father. They bring out the issues of women's
struggles in social class and economics. Jo does not
want to get married and doesn't know why she can’t

The Rise of the Guardians:
Genre: Animated, Children and Family Films
Age: U
On: Netflix
This popular Christmas movie follows a young boy who you
may know as Jack Frost, we watch Jacks story begin when
Jack wakes up with white hair nd powers but cannot remember anything about his past. He questions why he was
chosen to be Jack Frost and begins to get frustrated at his
exists. But, when he gets chosen to be a Guardian and unlocks some new memories about his past it helps him un-

A New York Christmas Wedding:
Genre: LGBTQ+ Films, Comedy
Age rating: 12
On: Netflix
This movie follows a women trying to figure out her sexuality, but how far is she willing to go? Is she prepared to
risk her future for a mistake she made years ago? Or will

Klaus:
Genre: Animated, Children and Family Films, Comedies
Age rating: PG
On: Netflix
This movie is bout the origin story of Santa Klaus. In this
movie we are taken into a life of a post officer who’s had it
easy up until now. His dad (Manager of the post) knew he
needed a change, so he sent this son to Smeerensburg. A
freezing island just off the coast of Antarctica. His dad set
him a challenge; 6,000 letters delivered by this time next
The Holiday:
Genre: Romantic Comedies
Age rating: 15
On: Netflix
Iris Simpkins (Kate Winslet) is a pushover for her ex (Rufus
Sewell) and she’s blindsided by his engagement. Amanda
Woods (Cameron Diaz) is tired of her cheating boyfriend
(Edward burns) and leaves her LA life for a few weeks. They
use a vacation website to chat up a home exchange. During
their vacation, they each fall for their own local guys.

By Heather F Hayes

Music associated with Christmas may be purely instrumental, or in the case of carols or
songs may have lyrics whose subject matter ranges from the nativity of Jesus Christ, to
gift-giving and merrymaking, to cultural figures such as Santa Claus.
My perfect christmas playlist consists of ranges from Ariana Grande to Bob Dylan. I would
have a pretty Christmas icon and title that is catchy. For example “a very merry Christmas
playlist”.
This would be the line up:
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS YOU~MARIAH CAREY
SANTA TELL ME ~ARIANA GRANDE
MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE~SHAKIN’ STEVENS
LET IT SNOW ~MICHEAL BUBLÉ
FAIRYTALE OF NEWYORK ~SHANE MACGOWN
JINGLE BELLS ~THE ANDREW SISTERS

THE MOST WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR~ ANDY WILLIMS
WHITE CHRISTMAS ~BING CROSBY
FROSTY THE SNOWMAN~STEVE NELSON
RUN RUDOLPH RUN~CHUCK BERRY
LAST CHRISTMAS ~WHAM!

FROSTY THE SNOWMAN~STEVE NELSON
RUN RUDOLPH RUN~CHUCK BERRY
MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE~SLADE
I WISH IT COULD BE CHRISTMAS EVERY DAY~WIZZARD
IT’S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE CHRISTMAS ~ MICHEAL BUBLÉ
HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS ~ MICHEAL BUBLÉ
HOLLY JOLLY CHRISTMAS ~ MICHEAL BUBLÉ
DRIVING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS ~CHRIS RAY
JINGLE BELL ROCK~GLEE
DO THEY KNOW ITS CHRISTMAS~BAND AID 30
OH HOLY NIGHT ~ELLIE GOULDING
I CHOOSE THESE SONG BECAUSE THEY MAKE ME HAPPY!

To access the complete playlist, then click on this link:
https://open.spotify.com/
playlist/1SXirAPC1hHv1gHjJF5QTd?si=4c8882bc400f4dbb

Merry Christmas !!!

My Top Albums of the Decade, By Peter Fahy
NFR! by Lana Del Rey (2019)
NFR is my personal favorite album from the past decade. The production on this album is new but also
hugely reminiscent of 70s folk rock. The lyricism on
this project is out of this world and the vocals are
fresh and crisp. The guitar riffs and piano are definitely a highlight, as well.

Top tracks: The greatest, How to disappear, Mariners
Apartment Complex
Folklore, by Taylor Swift (2020)
In the Summer of 2020 when the world was in lockdown, Taylor surprise released her 8th studio album,
Folklore. This album has a folk-pop sound with some
country elements too. While I don’t believe that the
production on this album was new, it was still breathtaking. But the lyricism on this project was definitely
one of its best factors, especially in songs like mad
woman or peace.

Carrie & Lowell, by Sufjan Stevens (2015)
Carrie & Lowell is quite stripped back with most of the
tracks using not much more than one instrument. The
album sounds dreamy and cohesive with beautiful poetry-like lyrics. Stevens addresses his mother, Carrie,
throughout the whole album and says that it is a
letter to her.
Top Tracks: Death with Dignity, Eugene, The Only
Thing

Melodrama, by Lorde (2017)
Melodrama is definitely my favorite pop album of
the last decade. It reflects on 80s dance pop in the
sound but with beautiful lyricism and creative vocal
layering and production. The album also has a more
somber side with songs like Liability and Writer in
The Dark. Lorde utilizes very vivid imagery in her lyrics and it is so effective.
Top Tracks: Supercut, Perfect Places, The Louvre

Stranger in The Alps, by Phoebe Bridgers (2017)
This album was Bridgers’ solo debut, but you cannot tell. It sounds mature and developed. Her lyricism is written in a conversational style. Many
would argue that her sophomore album, Punisher
deserved the spot more, but I personally think this
project is a perfect pit.
Top Tracks: Smoke Signals, Scott Street, Georgia

Honorable Mentions

WHAT IS HAPPENING

AT VILLIERS

By Adam & Ella
With each passing day, biodiversity becomes an even more
important, topical and pervasive issue. Rising sea levels
and climate change are resulting in the world’s 6th mass
extinction event. According to scientists in Yale Universtiy,
between 150 and 200 species of animals, plants and insects go extinct every 24 hours. That’s why we here at Villiers school believe both education and action surrounding environmental issues is more
important than ever.
On November 8th, Ms Carswell’s TY group hosted a ‘Biodiversity Day’ to help educate
the school on global issues relating to the subject. The TYs went to the first year classes to
teach about environmental issues, hosted ‘plant potting’ in the garden and opened a
‘green-school suggestion box’ to the school on ways the school can improve its function in
relation to the environment.
On November 15th, Ms Carswell and the TY environment group travelled to Dublin
Zoo to attend a lecture on biodiversity.
At Dublin Zoo ,their main objective is to aid in the conservation of species. They do
this by providing world-class animal care, so that the animals at Dublin Zoo live healthy, fulfilled lives. Dublin zoo do this by inspiring public visitors to discover and learn all about the
natural world. They do this by partnering with conservation projects worldwide and in Ireland, to help animals to thrive in their natural habitats. Dublin Zoo is home to many endangered species that have tiny populations in the wild. Dublin zoo partner directly with 30
conservation projects, both in Ireland and internationally, to provide funding and support to help them in their
mission to save species from extinction. They give informative talks to visitors top ensure they are knowledgeable to what is happening in the world, and how we
can help contribute to conversing animal species.

In each modelling group, there are three people modelling. Roughly 9 people at a time are modelling on the runway.
The TY Fashion Show is a great way to boost students confidence and self-esteem. This show is organised completely by
the students, from the design of the posters, outfits and building the stage and catwalk to engaging with boutiques,
shops and designers along with sourcing spot prizes and sponsors.
This year, students are allowed to wear one round of their own clothes, which is a great opportunity for students to
show off who they really are. Not only can TY students model in the fashion
show , but if they wish to do so they also have the opportunity to help organise
the show. Although organising a fashion show is quite a big undertaking, this is
a great opportunity to develop social skills and organization skills.
The TY fashion show is a fun event and a great experience for all TY students
and I would highly recommend taking part!!

I think its important that TY students take part in the activities that the
school provides. These activities help and guide us into the senior cycle.
Here are some reasons why you should take part in the TY Fashion show.


Helps gain skills such as communication skills, development skills
and organization skills.



Great fun! Both the rehearsals and the actual show are very fun.



Your with your friends and you also get the opportunity to talk to
others and make new friends.



You get to dress up.



In the end you get a great result of an amazing runway display and
your family and friends may come and watch you.

We have rehearsals 3 times a week. Many girls and boys decide to take part
in this years fashion show which is great to see. The girls wear dresses that
vary from short to long dresses from shops like Penny’s, Dani’s Closet, Be
fabulous and Jonnanes. All these shops have a wide selection of fashionable and trendy clothing. The boys had rehearsals once a week with Hillary
and they are modelling clothes from various brands from Penny’s to Tommy Hilfiger

BACK DROP FOR THE FASHION SHOW PAINTED BY TY STUDENTS.
A few of the Ty students that took part in this years fashion show
were asked to help paint and design a backdrop for the stage. Maya
Silasi in form 4M was the designer of the back drop and designed
this winter Christmas themed background. We decided to go with
simple colours to allow all the focus onto the models and their
outfits they modelled. Many TY students decided to help out with
the project for the fashion show. Heather A Hayes, Alanna Coughlan,
Heather F Hayes, Alea lawyer, Eva Donnelly, Peter Fahy, Olive Mcferran, Isabelle O’Shea and Zara Mcarthy were all apart of this painting
process.

We did end up re painting the mountains and fixing a few things along
the way and mistakes were made but we were all well able to chip in and
help each other out. It was a great opportunity to get to know more people in our year and mix with different classes. And also a great chance to
take part in the Fashion Show.

On the 30/11/21 we started to add more colour to
the backdrop and decided to paint the trees and add
a bushy effect to make them look more realistic. We
added snow to the tops of the mountain and added a
ittle Santa Claus and Rudolf to make it more festive.
Overall this whole experience was something we will
never forget Hilary and all the school staff were so
good to all of us, so a HUGE thank you to all!!
This year all TY students recommend future years to
take part in the fashion show It’s a great opportunity!

What is the IB programme?
Villiers School is the leading IB school in Ireland. The International
Baccalaureate (IB) is an educational experience for students that
challenges and motivates, academically and personally.

Student Profile
Meet Éidhlín Pollard
I had the pleasure to sit down and chat with Eidhlin, a final year IB
student here at Villiers. Eidhlin joined Villiers for Transition Year in
2019 and has boarded here since.
What made you interested in IB?
I studied in Hong Kong prior to moving to Villiers and my previous
school followed the IB curriculum at Early Years (EYP) and throughout Middle School ( MYP), so I was
familiar with the curriculum.
What are the merits of doing IB in your opinion?
Without a doubt, the greatest thing about doing the IBDP is that there is a huge emphasis on learning skills and then applying these skill sets in every area of study. Other benefits would be:


Learning transferable skills



Emphasis on independent learning and learning through discovery



Conducting and exploring research



Making cross curricular connections



Learning thematically



Learning to reflect and evaluate your work, performance and attitude etc

What do you enjoy most about IB?
Learning through discovery and becoming open-minded and looking at different things from different
perspectives. Not only has that reflected in my schoolwork, but also in me, personally. In my personal life, if something happens and I feel upset, I reflect and try to look at things from other perspectives and see the bigger picture. I am hesitant to react or respond to issues in my life without reflecting and self-regulating firstly. I pause and try to rationalise before I react. I don’t think these are
traits that I have always carried, but they are a result of the skills I have acquired throughout the IB
Course especially the emphasis placed on reflection and evaluation.

Creative Schools Initiative
Creative Schools aims to give our children and young people the opportunity to experience creativity as an integral
part of their education placing the arts and creativity at the centre of school life.
Each school is supported by a Creative Associate who develops an individual school plan, and creates and strengthens
links between the school and arts & cultural organisations. The long term aim is that every school will be able to fully
embrace the arts and creativity, ensuring a positive experience and strong outcomes for children and young people.
Tom Hayes and I, created a presentation that we then presented to Ms Storey and the Creative Schools Initiative Committee. The Presentation was really in depth and took inspiration from Tom’s previous school in Dubai and mine in
Hong Kong. Both these schools were huge corporations and subsequently has adequate funds at their disposal. We
took photos of different areas of the school as potential venues for a mural that would best reflect the school and
what it means to be ‘Villiers’. Then, we envisaged the basement as a place where blended learning could take place
which stemmed from our previous international schools.
In addition to the presentation, both Tom and I with the help of our IBDP cohort, repurposed an old garden. There
was a garden by the back gate that was out of use for quite some time even though it had plots, wooden fixtures and
a water intake system. We agreed that this could be repurposed as a communal garden for all the Villiers Community
to avail of. So our IBDP cohort worked tirelessly in groups to rejuvenate the garden by planting plots, crops and flowers and we also painted and tidied up the entire area. Moreover, we built benches and restored the garden arbour
which was no mean feat. This was one element of our presentation that was not envisaged but acted upon and it’s
undoubtedly a welcome addition to the school.
Mr White assisted us and sent out our information, proposal and presentation to the external committee that we
spoke to via Zoom. As a result of our hard work, dedication and our presentation, we impressed the judges and received funding of €4000 euro in 2021. Unfortunately, due to Covid and the fact that we only received funding in our
final year, we won’t see the benefits of this directly. However, the current IB 1 cohort and the future IBDP groups will
benefit greatly from this funding and use it to enhance their creativity.
The ambassador of the creative schools initiative came to
Villiers to see what the school is like and where students
can utilise the funding towards arts and creative initiatives.
Tom and I gave her a tour and presented artwork to the
ambassador based on our vision for how the money could
be invested and the ambassador was very impressed and
even said that Villiers was the best school that she had visited partly due to myself and Tom’s combined vision and aspirations for the school as a creative hub.

Éidhlín also has a blog that she co-created with Yara Glajcar , an IBDP graduate, that can be accessed through the
following link:
https://ib-blog-villiersschool.jimdofree.com/
For questions or queries regarding IB, please contact us:
Phone. +353 61 451 447
Email: info@villiers-school.com

SPORT
AT VILLIERS

By Rebecca Rode
On the 9th of November, the 1st year
girls had their first competitive matches against Laura Hill. Group 1 of the 1st
years won their first match 2-0 (scored
by Olivia Slevin and Bess Walsh) and
sadly lost their second one 2-1 (scored
by Leah Beck). Group 2 won both
matches, the first one with a score of 2-1 (both shot by Rebecca Flanagan)
and their second one 1-0 (Emma Jarold). Villiers were triumphant winning
3 out of 4 of their matches. This was a wonderful start to their hockey season as it truly was an exhilarating day of sport.

Both the Junior B and Senior C girls
travelled to Ursuline’s in Tipperary
for what was a magnificent day of
hockey. It was brilliant to play an
away game especially against a
very strong and competitive side.
This was undoubtedly an enriching
experience for the Villiers girls as
they performed exceptionally well
as a team.
The Senior C girls were defeated by a very strong Ursuline side. The result
wasn't what they had hoped for, but they should be very proud of their
performance, work ethic an team spirit throughout.

By Ailbhe Long and Heather Hayes

Lets set the scene. It’s a beautiful, crisp Tuesday in Villiers. A senior girls match is taking
place at Villiers against Laurel Hill. Both teams were prepared for a tough, physical game.
In the first quarter, so much action took place yet no score! Laurel Hill had 2 chances at a
short corner. Amir, the Senior Villiers coach says ‘We are down two at the moment’ because of the opportunities at these short corners, in order to get the team focused.
Villiers supporters say-’I believe Villiers have the quality and dedication to win this game
comfortably against the opposing team.
In the next quarter, Villiers picked up the pace with 3 attempts at a short corner, but do not
succeed. 20 Minutes in and Laurel Hill scored!
A special mention to Alex Conole who made some incredible saves to their strong forwards.
Another goal was scored from Laurel Hill making it 2-0 towards half time.
We were already onto the second half, the time was moving like a breeze. Villiers started
off with an open mind with a score of 2-0 to Laurel Hill. Tory Byrne was an all rounder,
helping the attack and defending keeping the team together.

Minutes went by, and finally Rebecca Conway scored!1 An amazing goal.
The final score was 2-1 to Laurel Hill. A great team with some extremely strong girls. A
special word goes out to Tory Byrne, Rebecca Conway, Anna Schutz and Flori. Overall a
great day out for the girls team:)

Senior Girls Rugby Blitz
By Ailbhe Long, Maya Silasi & Heather Hayes

On Thursday the 10th of November, Mr O’Connor and
Ms Dillon took the girls rugby team out for their first
rugby blitz of the year. Each game was 15 minutes long
and very tense.
In their first match they played St. Anne’s A rugby
team. Kick-off was at 11:15 and it put a start to a very
intense game. Tova McMahon had a great performance making an amazing run on attack, but unfortunately was intersected at the last minute and didn't
score a try. It turned into quite a physical game very
quickly. Despite great effort and determination from
Villiers in defence, St. Anne’s scored a try, and also a
conversion. So the score was at 7-0. After a few tense moments, more attempts at a try and some great tackles
from Jennifer Curtin and Megan Cunningham, Sinead Curtin scored an outstanding try. Megan was kicking the conversion but unluckily it didn't go
through so the score went up to 7-5 for St. Anne’s. Sinead Curtin, one of
the stars of the show, was like the hunt fox, she ran with great fervour but
unfortunately she was tackled at the last second, and stopped. Paris got an
injury during the game but she was very brave for going back in and playing
another match.
While the girls were taking a break from a great match, a little rainbow
came through the cloudy sky foreshadowing their future results.
The second match Villiers played was against St. Anne’s B team and kickoff was at 12:00 and so started another tough game played in windy conditions. Tova made some great runs once again and along her Eidhlin made
some great tackles. This game was very physical and two of our girls were
injured. First it was Ella Dillon and then Charlene Powell got a very bad injury to her knee due to a tackle and got taken off the pitch and later brought to the nurse.
Continuing with the match the Villiers girls moved swiftly on their feet and the
tension was through the roof. As the St. Anne’s team go for a try, Sinead Curtin
did a great tackle and stopped her in her tracks. Tova retrieved the ball from St.
Anne’s and started to make her way down the pitch running at full speed culminating in a spectacular try. she scored a glorious try. The score was in our favour
5-0.
St. Anne’s made an instant comeback and scored a try of their own. The score
was now 5-5 and the match ended at a draw.
In the third last match of the day was played against St. Mary’s and kick-off was
at 1. The match was suspenseful and tense but when Tova McMahon made a
run the whole length of the pitch and scored a try the tension reached its peak.
5-0. There was a Villiers scrum close to they’re scrum line. Ella Dann ran half
the pitch and scored a second try. The final score was 10-0 and Villiers finished
the day with a victorious match. Well done to the tam and management!

Written by Heather A Hayes
Reported on By Heather F, Ailbhe, Maya and Heather A.

We are back with another rugby report. The Grand final. Villiers vs Clonmel,
played on the Tipp town pitch. Whoever wins will be the winner of the U16
League. Energy levels are high when the first bus leaves Villiers, full of anxious
players eager to win. The supporter bus leaves soon after with first years and of
course the beloved Red Sokz team all aboard. Kick off was at 12.30. Nathen Prendergast (Captain) along with the rest of the team filed onto the pitch. It was a
mid-December day, and the players were lucky not to have had rain. However, in
its place was a glaring sun. Which makes you wonder if rain would have been
better…This sun was in our players' faces throughout the whole first half of the
match. A turnover for Clonmel was achieved very early in the game followed by a
penalty which led to a try in Clonmel's Favour. Everyone held their breaths as the
Clonmel player got ready to score his conversion, he did and Clonmel lead 7-0.

Halfway through the first half tensions were extremely high as Villiers tried to
make their comeback. The supporters watched intently when suddenly, a Villiers
player was down, Ben Atkinson, lying on the ground holding his ankle. The ref did
not see at first and kept playing, it was only when he saw our Villiers coaches, Mr.
Donovan and Mr. O’ Connor, on the pitch beside Ben with the medic bag that he
blew the whistle. Ben came off with what was a suspected broken ankle and Darragh came on in his place. After all the kerfuffle the game resumed.
Villiers had an advantage and were so close to scoring a try when Clonmel intercepted the ball and in the blink of an eye they scored a try and a conversion.

A massive mention to Marcus Molony and Max Kuzmenko is deserved who
did brilliant tackles which lead to a turnover ball for Villiers. The ball got held
up, however, on the line despite a stellar run by both Conor Egbulam and
Jake Odiase to the line.
Clonmel remained on top in the second half despite excellent tackles, strong
runs and pressure from the Villiers side. And exceptional performance from
Aaron as he steals Clonmel's line out and turns it over leads to a great knock
on by Marcus and an amazing run by Max Kuzmenko. This led to a penalty in
Favour of Villiers and max Kuzmenko to score the team's first try. Also, a
mention for Connor and Asher who made spectacular runs soon after.
Unfortunately for Villiers the final score was 24-5 in favor of Clonmel. Despite Villiers' efforts and determination, Clonmel were the deserved champions. Undoubtedly, the opportunity to represent Villiers in the u16 cup final is
a major accomplishment and one every player should be proud of. Both
teams were very courteous after the match ended and this sportsmanship
was refreshing to see. Though it was a disappointing outcome, all the players
held their heads high and from a spectator's point of view, I have no doubt
that this will not be their last final.

For the first time the world cup is being
held in the middle east and in Qatar ,it’s
also being held in November because of
the heat.. The top goal scorer of the world
cup is Miroslav Klose. Brazil are the only
team in the world to win 5 World Cups.
The best world cup of all time is brazil
20.The teams that shocked me that they

13 out of 31 countries have qualified for
the World cup, the countries that have
qualified are Argentina, Denmark, Belgium, France, Croatia, Spain, Serbia ,England, Switzerland , Netherlands ,
Germany, Italy ,Brazil. The first country to
win the world cup was Uruguay.

By Fawaz
Chelsea are an English football club that play at the top division of English football The
Premier League , Chelsea was founded in 1905 and is based in Fulham ,West London.
Chelsea are one of the most successful teams in English football, having won 5 premier League trophies , 2 UEFA Champions League Titles and 2 UEFA Europa League Titles all in the last 20 years .
Chelsea’s primary color is blue as seen in the badge and team kit.
Chelsea play at Stamford Bridge and they have been playing there since the team was
founded in 1905.
Chelsea won the 2012 and 2021 champions league , they played Bayern Munich for
the 2012 final and they won on penalties 1-1 (3-4) with Didier Drogba scoring a late
equalizer and the winning penalty , in 2021 they played Man City in the final and won
1-0 with Kai Havertz scoring the winning goal.

Chelsea are currently first in this Premier League season , topping the table, after
coming 4th last season. They are looking like favorites to win this season due to their
great players, excellent coach and their brilliant team work.
Chelsea’s POTY (Player Of The Year) last season was Mason Mount a 22 year old who
has been with Chelsea since 2005.
Chelsea are 9-3-1 this season out of 13 games this season meaning they have 9 wins ,
3 draws and only one defeat.

GLOBAL GOALS

AND EDI

COP26
By Róisín Barry

What is COP26?
COP stands for Conference of the Parties. It is a yearly
meeting held by the United Nations. This meeting is attended
by the 197 nations that agreed to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate change in 1992.
What is the importance of COP26?
According the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), global warming is causing increased, and in some cases
irreversible, changes to rainfall patterns, oceans and winds in
all regions of the world. More frequent and intense extreme
weather events, such as heatwaves, floods and forest fires are
experienced worldwide. Keeping global warming below 1.5°C
is the best way to save the planet from the dangerous effects
of climate change. Yet the world is currently not on track to do
this, with global temperatures on the rise. COP is helping to
create a plan to make this possible.

What was the outcome of COP26?
COP26 resulted in not only an official agreement but also a series of commitments to various mitigation and conservation
efforts, including a deforestation pledge, a methane abatement
pledge, an agreement to end overseas financing of oil and gas projects, and a steel and aluminum trade agreement.

What can we do to combat Climate Change?


Walk, cycle, or take public transport

Not only do cars contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, but air pollution
caused by exhaust fumes from traffic poses a serious threat to public health.


Eat less dairy/meat

Try to choose fresh, seasonal produce that is grown locally to help reduce
the carbon emissions from transportation, preservation and prolonged refrigeration.


Save energy at home

Put on an extra layer and turn down the heating a degree or two. Turn off
lights and appliances when you don’t need them. Replace light bulbs with LEDs or other low-energy lights.


Cut consumption and waste

Avoid single-use items and fast fashion, and try not to buy more than you
need. Shop around for second-hand or quality items that last a long time. Give unwanted items a new life by donating them to charity or selling them on.

Stand Up Week is an annual event organised by Belong To. This year’s campaign slogan was #COMEIN— Come in
and support the LGBTQI + community, so they don’t have to ‘ Come out.’ Villiers , a truly inclusive community, happily
supported this event. In the lead up to Stand Up Week, which ran from Nov 14th to 19th, the school was decorated in
pride flags, bunting and signs. In addition to the décor, an informational slideshow was on display in the main entrance
of the school, the EDI noticeboard included information on terminology associated with the LGBTQI+ community and
badges were distributed daily by students for students and staff who wished to join in in raising awareness . The week
culminated with a Colours Day and students were invited to wear a colour of the pride flag. That morning the TY students spelt out the slogan on the hockey pitch. See below. We were fortunate enough to have a guest speaker join us
on Friday. Paul Clancy , a member of Garda Siochana, leads the EDI division and was very educational and information.
For example, he was able to inform us of the laws governing ‘hate crimes ‘ which was very relevant as another Stand Up
Week campaign was to ‘use words that heal not hurt.’ This week was educational and it is important in to be inclusive
as we all try to navigate our way through life.
Why are events like these important in a school?

I think Stand Up Week is important, especially in a boarding school, because students have to feel
comfortable talking about their orientation and sexuality openly and comfortably. No matter what
your gender, sex, or orientation, you should be made feel comfortable and included in your school
environment and among friends and family. As a student and boarder in Villiers, I would feel comfortable to talk about LGBTQ+ sexuality and orientation and as a student here, you have the
chance to talk about it, and the good idea that the school has for example the LGBTQ+ club, Stand
Up Week and Pronouns’ Day. I was really amazed that the school is so open. I mean you don’t have
the chance and opportunity to talk about LGBTQ+ sexuality and orientation in every country. The
most important thing is to be accepting and have respect for others.
By Alicia Reier

Racism
A speech by Aeryn Noble
Racism, defined in the Oxford Languages dictionary as “prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism by
an individual, community, or institution against a person or people on the basis of their membership
of a particular racial or ethnic group, typically one that is a minority or marginalized.”, is a major problem in our society today. We have always swept racism under the rug but in 2020 with the murder of
George Floyd and the up rise of the Black Lives Matter movement, racism has become a topic worldwide as we have not only begun to question racism in our lives but racism in the world we live in..
Race does not biologically exist, yet how we identify with race is so powerful, it influences our
experiences and shapes our lives. In a society that privileges white people and whiteness, racist ideas
are considered normal throughout our media, culture, social systems, and institutions. Historically,
racist views justified the unfair treatment and oppression of people of color (including enslavement,
segregation, internment, etc.). We can be led to believe that racism is only about individual mindsets
and actions, yet racist policies also contribute to our polarization. While individual choices are damaging, racist ideas in policy have a wide-spread impact by threatening the equity of our systems and the
fairness of our institutions. To create an equal society, we must commit to making unbiased choices
and being antiracist in all aspects of our lives.
Racism has always and if not dealt with now will always be apart of my life. The earliest memories I have of racism are when I was 4 my brother was two and in a stroller, we were walking around
our neighbourhood with my mum. An old lady had come out from her house and began shaking a
cane at mother and trying to hit us, she screams things like “go back to your country” at us, my mum
rushed us back home and into the house. At the age of 8 a police car had pulled up next to me and
asked where I was going as I walked home from playing football with my friends. At the age of 11 my
brother took me to my first concert, after the initial security checks we were stopped again, my brother was searched again but this happened to nobody else, just him. These are only a few examples of
racism in my own life, these do not account for the small off comments made people who I had considered friends or the random stranger which always comes up to me to ask “is this your real hair” as
they proceed to grab out for my hair. But I am not the only one.
In October of 2019 the Irish examiner published this article stating “Ireland has one of the highest
rates of racism in the workplace within the EU. A Europe-wide report shows Ireland’s rate for workplace racism is 33%, compared to an EU average of 22%. The study involved all 28 of the EU’s member
states. Ireland ranked worst alongside Austria, Finland and Luxembourg”

We as a Society often don’t want to acknowledge these facts and stats as we would rather deny
being racist then trying to learn to become better people. The Irish times published an article in
September of 2019 headlined “Ireland has ‘worrying pattern’ of racism, head of EU agency warns.A
third of those surveyed in Ireland reported discrimination because of skin colour.” We brush off
racism an “American” issue but not one of our own society.
England’s Bukayo Saka said he “knew instantly the kind of hate” he was going to receive after
his penalty was saved during Sunday’s Euro 2020 final. Saka, 19, and Jadon Sancho had spot-kicks
saved and Marcus Rashford hit a post as Italy beat England in a penalty shootout to win the tournament. All three players received racist abuse on social media after the game.“I will not let that moment or the negativity that I’ve received this week break me,” Saka posted on social media.The 19year-old Arsenal player directed his comments about the way he was treated online at Instagram,
Twitter and Facebook.
You’ve probably heard of the Black Lives Matter Movement. But do you really know what
BLM is? Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a decentralized political and social movement protesting
against incidents of police brutality and all racially motivated violence against black people not to
be confused with the Black Lives Matter organization which was created in 2013 after the murder
of Trayvon Martin. A 17-year-old African-American boy who was fatally shot in Sanford, Florida by
George Zimmerman. Trayvon Martin is one of many black people murdered in attacks likes this.
CBS news headline read “Police in the U.S. killed 164 Black people in the first 8 months of 2020.
These are their names. (Part II: May-August)”

The journal published an article stating “There’s always been the light-hearted ‘the Chinese are a great
bunch of lads’ comments – but things have changed’Anti-Asian abuse has increased in Ireland and
around the world during the pandemic, including in memes, posts and videos. FOR MOONYOUNG
HONG, the killing of six Asian-American women on 16 March in Atlanta, Georgia was the latest incident
in an unrelenting time of anti-Asian violence around the world and a tipping point for her to speak up.
Anti-Asian hate crimes increased by nearly 150% - 164%™ in 2020, mostly in N.Y. and L.A.

Many believe that just because they like black people makes them not racist, anti-asian hate and antiblack hate is rampant in not only our Irish Society but the world. We want to believe that we aren’t
racist because we don’t physically abuse or hate crime others. Yet you say all Asian people look the
same, All black people are scary or thugs, mock the accents of other people and brush it off as a “joke”.
Racism is not just a “joke”.

The total number of racist incidents stood at 700 (there were 530 in 2019). The system recorded 159
criminal incidents, a record 51 racist assaults and a record 334 incidents of hate speech. 11% of incidents resulted in physical injury. The three main groups targeted by racism and discrimination are people of African heritage, South Asians/Chinese people and those belonging to Muslim communities.
We as a society need to change we need to listen to the stories we are told and we need to actively
apply these to our lives so we can change.

By
Aeryn Noble

When is it:
Next March, we are planning on celebrating the cultural diversity in our school community, by hosting an ‘intercultural day’( the name has yet to be confirmed). We are so
fortunate to be in a school that welcomes students from around the globe and we believe it imperative that we celebrate this. So far, we plan on having a food fair, and
stalls from various countries, counties or towns/villages will also be on display too
offering information and opportunities to interact with lessons in language and other
trivia.
We hope that this day will be a huge success and there is a small working group operating at present.

What do we need from you:
If you are not aware of this event and have dual heritage , etc, then please get in touch
with Mr Hanna.

If you have delicious recipes or a favourite meal that you would like to prepare, then
we would love to hear from you.
If you have traditional clothes, garments or instruments, please remember to bring
them back after the Christmas break.
Remember: this day is a celebration of who you are , where you come from , so bring
what you can to showcase this.

Contact Mr Shane Hanna at: shanna@villiers-school.com if you wish to participate in

December Horoscopes
By Rebecca Rode
Aquarius:(January 20th– February 18th)
December 2021 Aquarius Horoscope promises a number of opportunities for growth. You
should grab them and proceed with courage. The month favors good relationships and they go a
long way in your success. It is important to consolidate your accomplishments, before engaging
yourself in fresh projects.
Pisces:(February 19th-March 20th)
December 2021 Pisces horoscope predicts excellent prospects for health. Planetary configuration is favorable and this will make sure that there will be no serious medical affliction during the
month. Small medical problems can be cured by proper care. ... The focus should be on maintaining your good health.
Aries:(march21th-April 19th)
In December, especially from 4 to 13, Aries Zodiac sign will start to have problems dealing with
things that you have not had the slightest problem with. You will have the impression that something extremely important and unique escapes you through your fingers. If this happens, try to
think that these are changes for the good. Perhaps thanks to this you will regain freedom, respect
for yourself and motivation to act at the same time.
Taurus:(April 20th-May 20th)
Taurus Compatibility will be full of unpredictable things this month. Your behavior will change
and love will be new and affectionate. Your dedication and attitude will impress your partners.
Gemini (May 21th-June 20th)
It is good that there is a great focus on the love life in this month. You are still in the midst of a
yearly love and social peak. But the solar eclipse on the 4th will test current relationships. This is
probably a good thing. You’re meeting all kinds of new people and the eclipse will test the quality
of these relationships. Good ones will survive and get better. It’s the flawed ones that are in trouble.
- both with closer friends and further ones. There are good chances of meeting a person with a
romantic significance.
Cancer:( June 21st— July 22nd)
In December, it’s time to focus on your day to day routine, health, jobs and relationships—so
you are going to be busy. Make way for exciting new opportunities. You are ready to stop feeding into negativity , pour your energy into loyal friends who always have your back.

December Horoscopes
By Rebecca Rode
Leo:(July 23rd-August22nd)
In December, love, happiness and success will foster you. You will not have reasons to complain. For this reason, it is worth starting an interesting case that has absorbed your mind for
some time now, because it is now the biggest chance that it will be successful.

Virgo:(August 23rd-September 22nd)
December 2021 Virgo horoscope predicts fabulous prospects for health. The astral configuration is helpful and this will ensure that no serious health hazards will appear. Chronic disorders will remain suppressed and any minor health problem can be cured by immediate
medical attention.
Libra:(September 23rd-October 22nd)
In December, you will have no distractions. You will meet the deadlines no matter what. To
help you concentrate on work, the planets will dedicate their energy for you. With time,
your doubts will disappear. You will see your efforts bearing fruitful results. During the
17th of December, both chance, and luck will knock at your door. In December, you should
prioritize friendship more than love. By 21st December, you will find yourself amidst many
new friends, and your friend circle will start to expand.
Sagittarus:(November22nd-December21st)
December will be the month in which you will significantly feel that your popularity is increasing day by day. Therefore, open your eyes and ears wide, observe what is happening in
your surroundings and do not give up any opportunity to meet new people.
Capricorn:(December22nd– January 19th)
Predictions for December 2021 Capricorn Horoscope indicate a propitious time for starting
new projects. Love life can be made more harmonious by making a few adjustments. ... It
is important for Capricorn personality to take a few breaks to replenish energies.

THANK YOU
Thank you for reading this edition of Red Sokz! This
is the second and final edition that this group will
create as we hand over this publication to another TY
group. We really hope you’ve enjoyed our magazine
and we wish you all a very a merry Christmas!

THIS EDITION OF REDSOKZ IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY A WONFERUL
GROUP OF TY STUDENTS. THANKS FOR ALL THE HARD WORK AND
DEDICATION ONCE AGAIN.

Thanks to Adam Buckley Hughes, Ella Bolger, Róisín Barry, Alicia Reier, Lina Maethner, Rebecca Rode, Heather A Hayes, Heather F Hayes,
Ailbhe Long, Maya Silasi, Grace Golden, Alanna Coughlan,Fawaz
Ayanyemi, Zion Salmon-Agoro, Kelly Donnellan, Elizabeth Phythian ,
Sophie O’ Connell & Lara Myers and our graphic designer—Peter
Fahy.
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